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OUTLINE

Preface
the  Higgs and vector boson scattering 

VV→ VV process at the LHC
selection of the  longitudinal vector bosons 
model-independent sensitivity to HVV coupling using three 
main observables

VV→ hhh at future pp colliders
cross section enhancement, high sensitivity to HVV coupling

Conclusions
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Before Higgs discovery: non-linear S-model
There are many 4D CP-conserving operators that can be written down

e.g.

Appelquist, Bernard '80 ; Longitano '80

where
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which can be tested at the LHC 

the only quartic interactions 
under custodial symmetry

AB, Eboli, Gonzalez–Garcia,
Mizukoshi, Novaes, Zacharov '98

followed by
Eboli, Gonzalez-Garcia, Lietti, Novaes 
'00; Beyer, Kilian, Krstonosic, Monig, 
Reuter, Schmidt, Schroder '06; Eboli, 
Gonzalez–Garcia, Mizukoshi '06

Appelquist, Bernard '80 ; Longitano '80

pp -> VVjj

Before Higgs discovery: non-linear S-model
There are many 4D CP-conserving operators that can be written down
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But we have been expecting Higgs boson as it 
nicely  unitarises VV→ VV amplitude!

s+t
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t
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Cancellation requires exact SM coupling!
 Giudice,Grojean,
Pomarol, Rattazzi '07

Z
L
Z

L
 → W

L
W

L

C
V 
      a

 AB, Oliveira, Rosenfeld, 
Thomas '12

The Large increases  in V
L
V

L
 

scattering, even for small 
deviations (~10%) from SM.
Could provide model independent 
way to probe Higgs boson coupling 
to gauge bosons (C

V 
).
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Case of multi-boson production
By power-counting, the scattering amplitude  grows with energy 
as
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The cross section is expressed via Amplitude and the phase 
space as
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Case of multi-boson production
By power-counting, the scattering amplitude  grows with energy 
as

The cross section is expressed via Amplitude and the phase 
space as

So,  2→n  cross section grows as sn-1   !
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Case of multi-boson production

and hence naively

Therefore, the growth 
of the cross section 
with energy is faster
for larger number of 
particles due to the 
kinematical factors in 
the phase space!

By power-counting, the scattering amplitude 
grows with energy as

AB, Oliveira, Rosenfeld, Thomas 
'12
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 Transverse “pollution” is one of the main 
problems!

Transverse “pollution”
VV→ VV cross section is dominated by the  transverse VV 
scattering – the main background! 

Despite large increases in V
L 
scattering, the overall effect 

on spin averaged cross section is moderate.
One needs to find a  way to isolate the longitudinal 
components of scattering, to enable us to measure CV

Channel CX for CV = 1 (SM) (pb) CX for CV = 0.9 (pb)

ZLZL → WLWL 0.13 295

ZZ → WW  (full) 610 655

AB, Oliveira, Rosenfeld, Thomas '12
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 Transverse “pollution”at the level of pp collisions: similar problem

AB, Oliveira, Rosenfeld, Thomas '12
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AB, Oliveira, Rosenfeld, Thomas '12

One should notice a problem here! Message: do not fully trust results based on 
the single package (Madgraph in this case) even if it quotes 1% MC error! 

 Transverse “pollution”at the level of pp collisions: similar problem
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The ideas and results of our Les Houches 2013 team
(AB, E. Boos, V. Bunichev, Y. Maravin, A. Pukov, R. Rosenfeld, M. Thomas )

Devise optimal cuts capable of selecting the 
contribution from the V

L
s

Hence increase  and optimise sensitivity to CV 
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The ideas and results of our Les Houches 2013 team
(AB, E. Boos, V. Bunichev, Y. Maravin, A. Pukov, R. Rosenfeld, M. Thomas )

Devise optimal cuts capable of selecting the 
contribution from the V

L
s

Hence increase  and optimise sensitivity to CV 

We have found that this can be done using a 
combination of three main observables:

Observable 1,           

Observable 2,

Observable 3,              
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Observables              
     : the angle in rest frame of vector boson scattering 
between incoming and outgoing vector
     : the angle in rest frame of decaying boson, between 
fermion in the decay products and direction of boost to get to 
the rest frame
             : the invariant mass of VV system

rest frame of the Z

Direction of boost
 to rest frame of Z

W+

q

q

q

q

W-

Z

Z

e+

e-

μ+

μ+

e-

Z

  e+
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Observable 1,
W+

W-

Z

Z

W+

W-

Z

Z

W+

W-

Z

Z

H

Overall increase in cross section if 
CV ≠ 1 and much larger fraction of 
longitudinally polarized bosons in 
the central region
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Observable 1,
W+

W-

Z

Z

W+

W-

Z

Z

W+

W-

Z

Z

H

Overall increase in cross section if 
CV ≠ 1 and much larger fraction of 
longitudinally polarized bosons in 
the central region

Transversely polarised bosons 
have large contribution from
t-channel amplitude with dominant 
forward-backward scattering
Therefore cuts which reduce 
C

V
 = 1 more than C

V
 ≠ 1 should 

increase the fraction of 
longitudinally polarized bosons.
e.g. 
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Observable 1,
Overall increase in cross section if 
CV ≠ 1 and much larger fraction of 
longitudinally polarized bosons in 
the central region

Transversely polarised bosons 
have large contribution from
t-channel amplitude with dominant 
forward-backward scattering
Therefore cuts which reduce 
C

V
 = 1 more than C

V
 ≠ 1 should 

increase the fraction of 
longitudinally polarized bosons.
e.g. 
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Distribution of decay from 
transverse and longitudinal 
polarisations.

Observable 2, 

By fitting,

with,

we can reconstruct the average polarizations of the vector 
bosons!

e-

Z

  e+
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Observable 2, 
CV = 0 case has a much larger cross section for small          
(V

L
 fraction is enhanced) than the CV = 1 case

The cut                          increases this difference

CV = 0

CV = 1

(dashed)(solid)

this suggests      ,       cuts  

to increase fraction of V
L
 

e.g.                                
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Fitting the VL  and V
T  

fractions

When CV = 0, the fraction of 
V

L
 is higher, as expected

                      cut increases 
fraction of V

L
s
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Observable 3,         

As           increases, the 
V

L 
fraction dominates 

for C
V
=0

 
To be expected as 

Cut for higher          
respectively  increases 
fraction of V

L 
s 
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Effect of cos(q
V
) cut in 3D 
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Effect of cos(q
V
) cut in 3D 

cut
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Effect of cos(q
V
) cut in 3D 

cut

dependence on C
V 
becomes more pronounced after cos(q

V
) cut which 

enhance relative L/T polarisation ratio of vector bosons 
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The level of pp scattering

So far only discussed VV → VV at parton level.
The full process at LHC is much more involved – many 
more diagrams, large background
cuts may not be quite effective 

Need to study LHC sensitivity to probe fraction of 
longitudinal polarisation and therefore measure CV

So far 
processes has been studied

The plan is to extend it to all relevant processes and 
decays
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pp→ jjZZ→ e+e-m+m-jj process
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VBF diagrams

pp→ jjZZ→ e+e-m+m-jj process
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MADGRAPH & CalcHEP
Kinematical cuts

pp→ jjZZ→ e+e-m+m-jj process
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MADGRAPH & CalcHEP
Kinematical cuts

pp→ jjZZ→ e+e-m+m-jj process
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MADGRAPH & CalcHEP
Kinematical cuts

pp→ jjZZ→ e+e-m+m-jj process
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Definition of q
V 
from

 
q

1
q

2
 → q

3
q

4
ZZ:

a) find two pairs of the final and initial quarks,  (q1, q3) & (q2, q4) with the 
minimal angle between them in cms frame
b) find p

V
1 , p

V
2 in the initial state: p

V
1 = q3 − q1 & p

V
2 = q4 − q2

c) find q
V

pp→ jjZZ→ e+e-m+m-jj process
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Definition of q
V 
from

 
q

1
q

2
 → q

3
q

4
ZZ:

a) find two pairs of the final and initial quarks,  (q1, q3) & (q2, q4) with the 
minimal angle between them in cms frame
b) find p

V
1 , p

V
2 in the initial state: p

V
1 = q3 − q1 & p

V
2 = q4 − q2

c) find q
V

pp→ jjZZ→ e+e-m+m-jj process
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Effect of the cuts
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Effect of the cuts
Cuts used

Invariant mass (4l) > 500 GeV
Large increase in longitudinal 
fraction from 0.05 to 0.34
 for CV = 1 vs CV = 0.
Very small cross section for 
studied process, but should be 
~ x 250 if semi-leptonic decays 
and complete set of processes 
(ZZ, WW, WZ) included.
Expect sensitivity to CV at 
approx 10% with 100 fb

-1

This was our  estimation  in 2014, now we need to explore details
check how the shape of  q* distributions for V

L
, V

R 
 changes with 

the cuts and use the proper fitting to find the respective fractions
use PHASE, 6 final state fermions Accomando, Ballestero, Maina
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Beyond the VV→VV scattering ...

AB, Hamers, Thomas 
(work in progress)

VBF cuts:Initial cuts: CalcHEP & Madgraph results
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Beyond the VV→VV scattering ...

AB, Hamers, Thomas 
 arXiv:1801.10157

VBF cuts:Initial cuts: CalcHEP & Madgraph results

VV→ hhh can be quite promising!
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 pp→ jj hhh process:
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 Unitarity violation at large energies
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 Unitarity violation at large energies

: perturbative unitarity bound 
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 Unitarity violation at large energies
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 Unitarity violation at large energies
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 Sensitivity of the 33 TeV  pp collider
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 Sensitivity of 100 TeV pp collider
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 Potential of  100 TeV pp collider to probe HVV coupling 

HVV coupling can be potentially probed with the  permille accuracy, 
close look at the unitarisation should be taken
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Conclusions/Outlook
VV→VV study 

extremely important process for model-independent exploration of 
Higgs properties
combination of cuts on three variables can potentially isolate the 
longitudinal components of vector boson scattering
sensitivity is independent of that which can be deduced from direct 
Higgs searches 
HVV coupling i can be measured in a much more model-independent way
work in progress – the complete set of ZZ, WW, WZ VBF processes 
should be included ;  prospect to measure the HVV coupling with 10% 
precision at 100 fb-1 in a (more) model-independent way

VV→ hhh study
very sensitive to HVV deviations from SM

LHC@13 TeV is not sensitive to this signature - CS is  too low

100 TeV pp collider could  potentially probe HVV coupling at permille 
level

mailto:LHC@13
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